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The Land of the Undying 2018-03-28
mace and shari continue their search for survivors among the undead even as they struggle
to stay alive themselves while working to raise their sync levels with the game the new
couple pursue the quests they ve picked up explore a dungeon or two and work to stabilize
the game world they hope to live in with the undead world above closing in will they have the
time to figure out how to save themselves and other survivors

Dark Elf Chronicles Book Two 2018-10-30
mace and shari continue to pursue their mission to eliminate the black flame nearing the city
of graf they and the crew of the sea sprite were ambushed on the river after suffering losses
and stopping to make repairs they have been approached by two drow thieves walking out of
the woods an epic battle awaits them in graf where they ll try to eliminate garya the drow
priestess who has become master of the black flame griff and lisa are leveling quickly so that
they can join mace and shari at darkstone but they need to risk a trip to the real world
surface for a food run and are unaware that two monstrous zombie titans are awaiting them
at the grocery store another survivor is found one with the skills and knowledge to potentially
speed up the process of getting them all permanently uploaded into the game but he s far
away and facing real world challenges of his own the kingdom building continues along with



crafting epic battles diplomacy new magic spells legendary loot and intrigue but can all the
humans survive the zombie apocalypse long enough to upload themselves

Dark Elf Chronicles Book Three 2020-10
from usa today bestselling author anthea sharp a richly imagined clean romantic fantasy
uniting an adventurous young woman and a fearsome dark elf warrior in a magical fairytale
reminiscent of beauty and the beast perfect for fans of tara grayce s elven alliance series
deep in the darkwood a mystic portal awaits mara geary faces a bleak future in the village of
little hazel until on the eve of her seventeenth birthday strange glowing lights beckon her
into the mysterious shadows under the trees she follows hoping for adventure what she finds
is her destiny prince of the hawthorne court brannon luthinor has spent his life becoming a
powerful warrior in order to save his people now on the eve of war his fate is rapidly
approaching thrown together bran and mara forge an unlikely alliance but in the face of evil
will they be able to trust their lives and their hearts to one another awards prism contest best
young adult novel 2nd place international digital awards contest 2nd place book buyer s best
contest young adult 3rd place keywords stolen fae bride fantasy romance ya romance
adventure beauty and the beast portal fantasy elves magic fairy tales love prophecy coming
of age fae prophecy fated mates sweet clean wholesome slow burn kissing books warrior
prince strong hero strong heroine series teenage books love story enchanted forest fairytale



retelling celtic legend completed series perfect for fans of tara grayce casey l bond alisha
klapheke elise kova sylvia mercedes emma hamm miranda honfleur shari tapscott frost kay
deborah grace white shannon mayer k f breene juno hart

Elfhame 2016-06-13
in the shadowed land of the dark elves a hero must risk losing everything prince brannilon
luthinor and his mortal bride mara geary have returned to the hawthorne court but despite
winning the war against the void their own personal struggles are just beginning shards of
the void remain in the realm and bran must hunt them down leaving mara to face the
poisonous intrigues of the court alone she soon discovers that the fate of elfhame is far more
precarious than she first believed while she grapples with mastering her own magic and the
depth of her feelings for her enigmatic husband bran chases down the enemy but his foe has
grown more cunning than he ever imagined as treacherous schemes and dire enemies close
in around the couple they must learn to trust the power of their magic and their hearts before
both their worlds are lost forever from usa today bestselling author anthea sharp a richly
imagined fantasy romance uniting an adventurous young woman and a fearsome dark elf
warrior in a magical tale full of love and adventure keywords portal fantasy clean romance
love adventure dark elves elise kova miranda honfleur tara grayce casey bond ya teen magic
enchantment magic forest epic sword and sorcery legolas aragorn



Hawthorne 2019-08-20
tale three of the shade chronicles a band of western slave traders think they have struck gold
when they pull a half dead dark elf out of the swirling sands of the great waste they shackle
him with the long lines of other night mortals and ship him overseas little do they know that
inside this dark elf s glowing yellow eyes lies the patient glimmer of a killer with coverwork
now by rob joseph

The Weeping Grounds 2015-02-05
a dark elf princess embarks on a perilous adventure to save her world in the shadowed land
of elfhame the hawthorne throne is in grave peril and the heir prince brannon luthinor is
nowhere to be found he and his human wife have crossed between the worlds in pursuit of
the dark elves ancient enemy only one person has the courage to follow his sister anneth but
the mortal world is far more complex than anneth expected desperate to find her brother and
his wife she instead stumbles into danger of her own her only hope of protecting those she
loves is to give herself up to the enemy and risk sacrificing everything for the sake of a
mortal prince from usa today bestseller anthea sharp this fantasy romance filled with
sweeping epic adventure is perfect for fans of juliet marillier robin mckinley grace draven and
jefe kennedy



Raine 2020-06-24
from usa today bestselling author anthea sharp a richly imagined fantasy romance uniting an
adventurous young woman and a fearsome dark elf warrior in a magical tale full of love and
adventure in the shadowed land of the dark elves a hero must risk losing everything prince
brannilon luthinor and his mortal bride mara geary have returned to the hawthorne court but
despite winning the war against the void their own personal struggles are just beginning
shards of the void remain in the realm and bran must hunt them down leaving mara to face
the poisonous intrigues of the court alone she soon discovers that the fate of elfhame is far
more precarious than she first believed while she grapples with mastering her own magic and
the depth of her feelings for her enigmatic husband bran chases down the enemy but his foe
has grown more cunning than he ever imagined as treacherous schemes and dire enemies
close in around the couple they must learn to trust the power of their magic and their hearts
before both their worlds are lost forever

Hawthorne 2020-06-24
limited illustrated edition tale one of the shade chronicles doljinaar kingdom of might and
stone one name is whispered upon the lips of every man woman or child old enough to know
fear an assassin lives among them a foreigner born of a far off dark land and yet lies as close



as their shadows an assassin that goes by the name of shade it has been many long years
since shade left the black forests of his people the dark elves where he was trained among
the ranks of the unseen he has grown rich and powerful in the world of men feeding off
mankind s compulsion for spilling its own blood his name has become like a cold wind
slipping in through the night but even he tires of his own legend and yearns for a challenge
and so when shade was offered a job that could mean his own downfall he did not hesitate to
accept he would strike at the crimelord of the kurn underground in one bold stroke he would
make himself an enemy of his own dark underworld has he finally found a worthy enemy or
will this contract be his last

Waiting Game 2012-04-06
on the northern continent of tusstar the alliance of perentol has endured for millennia under
the guidance of the prosperous empire of balanzar the evils of generations past are all but
destroyed and the empire is thriving under the wise king gothmir of castar but in the
shadows dark forces plot to shatter the centuries long peace prince azgor of castar last
remaining heir to the imperial throne has been kidnapped and king gothmir has gathered the
greatest heroes in all of the alliance the elite to hunt down the orc chieftains who committed
the heinous crime as balanzar s most legendary warriors pursue the savage orcs it may seem
that this audacious offense will be justly punished but that is not to be far more sinister evils



still lurk on the edge of reality itself awaiting their chance to overthrow the hated alliance
these dark entities the puppet masters behind the entire maelstrom of violence that
threatens to engulf the alliance will stop at nothing to ensure that their malicious ends are
met and the peace that has for so long enclosed the world is shattered the empire shall know
chaos

The Dark Elf Trilogy 1996
compilation of 4 novellas guardians of the future daroth is at wits end to know what to do to
control a generation of children he believes is out of control what is a king to do the
rowdiness he can accept but when it gets too far out of hand he hands over the training of
their offspring to gabriel the children take to military training like ducks to water but the
parents find they are missing their babies their darlings are being drilled to fight morning
noon and night and no longer smile they need a chance to be children only daroth can
release them from his edict and he won t with daroth showing signs of being stubborn the
women decide they are going to help their king reconsider his decision and he soon learns
not to under estimate the power of the bond between a mother and her children living in the
light the younger generation is growing fast and as they enter the beginning of their second
decade of life they are beginning to show signs of what they are going to be like there is still
a lot of fun to be had as they join their parents for a half day on the snow crusted hill for a



sled party they attract the attention of others and even marious sisters show up to prove that
it isn t only the men in their family who have a mischievous streak join in the antics and
laughs as new life mates meet and old friends sing in a new season while they rejoice and
show what it is like to be living in the light surrounded by the light it has been three years
since branith has been home and a few of the princes from the free lands have come with
him things have changed and they are all quick to note the obvious ones the young girls he
remembered as cute little toddlers and scamps are developing curves and he is suddenly
feeling very protective where did that come from as elves gather for the celebration daroth
finds his kingdom is being invaded by what seems like every high ranking elven family in the
empire there are toddlers everywhere he would ask where they all came from but their ages
point at only one possible answer their conceptions can be traced back to the time when
gabriel and eden conjured their spell in the high elven kingdom it reminds him of when their
children were toddlers and with that in mind he is ready to enjoy the party can it be that
simple to capture an ancient earane is a freethinking elf the only daughter of king liessen and
aredhel leader of the elite guards and general jerrol eagle claw s lover she is happy with her
life until she meets felcor as he fights deep in the dark elven kingdom forests against
overwhelming odds here she quickly acknowledges is her life mate although she doesn t
want him to know it yet first she wickedly decides she wants to play games with him then she
will let him know what he is to her felcor is more than grateful to the young elven beauty that
has come to his rescue as he battles demon forces in the forest he doesn t need to be told



who she is he knows she isn t only the daughter of the dark king liessen but she is his life
mate he realizes things are done differently in the dark elven kingdom knows that they have
a different code of ethics from what he was raised with but he is determined to do things his
way it is a clash of cultures ancient high elf vs modern dark elf and the games are on

The Elite Chronicles 2010-04-23
drizzt do urden the dark elf confronts the underground civilization of the evil drow elves
travels through an endless labyrinth and battles to survive on the surface world

The Elven Chronicles Short Stories for Adults Volume 2
2016-05-03
everything seems to be coming together for the terrifying haazheel thorn the grand master of
the black moon and arch enemy of the empire as he gathers his forces he sets a dark and
duplicitous plan in motion to develop his greatest weapon wismerhill wismerhill s powers are
growing stronger by the day especially so under the influence of his smoldering demoness
lover but whether these powers will be used for good or evil all depends on how much
tragedy the young man can take



The Dark Elf Trilogy 2001-09-01
bacardi and coke neat not the usual drink of choice for a mountain dwarf then again
detective sirgrus blackmane is no ordinary dwarf at least not since the great war being a
gumshoe during prohibition might appear glamorous with secret speakeasies all night
cocktail parties and scantily clad women displaying their knees but crime and conspiracy lurk
beneath the city s shining illusion when the human half of the mason and blackmane
detective agency is found dead at the scene of a rum running bust sirgrus vows to find the
killer but this quest for justice leads him straight into a tangled web of underhanded deals
with demihuman mobsters who are fighting for control of the rum supply and when two more
corpses turn up sirgrus must work double time if he wants to find the killer and avoid turning
up dead at the next crime scene

The Black Moon chronicles - Volume 4 - When the
Serpents Hiss 2017-06-21T00:00:00+02:00
earth has visitors tens of thousands of them following a failed coup against their leaders a
horde of evil dark elves travels through the rift to earth where they resolve to conquer the
planet and wipe out the human race intent on saving mankind light elves send their own



contingent through the rift the dark elves prove to be a vicious devious enemy attacking
humans from the shadows as well as craftily turning them against each other and against
their light elf guardians the dark elves sow chaos wherever they roam humans are easy prey
for their onslaught as the light elves guided by their unyielding faith in the one struggle to
defend their mistrustful charges the elven chronicles will immerse you in an enchanting
fantasy world in which captivating human characters intermingle with fantastic mythical
beings and creatures infused with adventure suspense romance and spiritual allegory the
novel s imaginative storytelling will delight readers of all ages married with three children lois
and m john bollinger raised and trained dogs for law enforcement and rescue they draw
inspiration for both their daily lives and their writing from god c s lewis and j r r tolkien

The Dark Elf. The Return of the Queen 2022
murderer betrayer warrior beyond compare explore the story of malus darkblade in this great
value omnibus the dark elves are feared throughout the old world for their evil ways yet one
member of this despicable race stands out for his treachery and cunning malus darkblade
having been possessed by an ancient daemon the dark elf is faced with a stark choice
recover five items of unimaginable power or forfeit his soul forever



Sirgrus Blackmane Demihuman Gumshoe & The Dark-
Elf 2021-05-27
having been possessed by the ancient daemon tz arkan dark elf anti hero darkblade has been
tasked with retrieving five missing artefacts with four of those objects already in his grasp
will the dark elf be able to claim the legendary warpsword of khaine and return it to the
daemon or will his unholy quest be thwarted at its final stages

ELVEN CHRON 2017-02-16
book 1 in the complete trilogy from usa today bestselling author anthea sharp a fantasy
weaving elements of snow white rose red with romance magic and dangerous secrets that
will destroy a kingdom two sisters one enchanted forest and a hidden destiny that could
doom them both swept away to the castle beside the darkwood rose valrois finds herself in a
world full of secrets and forbidden magic there she meets her new stepsister the enigmatic
princess neeve who will either become her best friend or her worst enemy when rose follows
her stepsister into the enchanted shadows beneath the trees she is beset by dangerous
creatures and rescued by thorne the dark elf guardian of the forest who binds her to the
darkwood and forbids her to speak of its mysteries yet despite the danger surrounding her



rose continues to risk everything in her quest for answers until the day she steals into the
depths of the forest and discovers the most perilous secret of all keywords snow white rose
red fairytale retellings winternight fairest winter spinning silver ya adventure portal fantasy
enchanted forest fantasy romance dark elves love triangle celtic folklore and legends coming
of age epic fantasy sorcery stolen brides of the fae faerie bride stolen bride ya romance
adventure beauty and the beast elves magic fairy tales love prophecy coming of age fae
sweet clean wholesome slow burn kissing books warrior prince strong hero strong heroine
series teenage books love story enchanted forest fairytale retelling celtic legend completed
series perfect for fans of tara grayce casey l bond alisha klapheke elise kova sylvia mercedes
emma hamm miranda honfleur shari tapscott frost kay deborah grace white shannon mayer k
f breene juno hart katherine arden juliet marillier nicolette andrews angela ford sarah wilson
s m gaither kenley davidson naomi novik holly black

Chronicles of Malus Darkblade: Volume One 2021-08-31
at the beginning of the elves creation all elves were meant to be as pure as the forests they
in habited the food they consumed and the light energy they wielded they were meant to
have righteous characteristics and saw in the form of a light image they were to triumph over
evil and tabooed to never stray down the dark path but somewhere in their history the elven
race was cursed and plagued which led to their downfall there were certain higher powers



that manifested themselves around the elves and their choices but their is one special that
has the power to change this curse his name is emanon will the entire elven race fall victim
to these higher powers or will the entire elven race upkeep their purpose in the world find out
in this dark tale of the dark elf saga

The Dark Elf 2021
twice the combined might of ynis aielle s greatest heroes and wizards has hurled back the
demon armies of morgan thalasi always the black warlock has rebounded stronger and more
evil but never has he wielded such power as now with the staff of death thalasi can raise a
new army from out of the very ground soldiers who cannot be killed because they are already
dead as the black warlock and his fearsome general the foul wraith that was once hollis
mitchell prepares a devastating attack the humans and elves of ynis aielle are staggered by
a fresh calamity the beautiful rhiannon daughter of the emerald witch has been captured by
mitchell and given over to his dark master now the last hope of defeating thalasi and
rhiannon s last hope as well lies at the heart of a mountain guarded by a dragon as old as the
world itself



The Chronicles of Malus Darkblade, Volume 1
2012-01-06
a ya fantasy fairy tale weaving elements of snow white rose red with romance magic and
dangerous secrets that will destroy a kingdom from usa today bestselling author anthea
sharp i didn t want to come live in the castle beside the darkwood and i especially didn t want
to become enemies with my stepsister neeve but how could i help it she has magic while i m
an ordinary girl she s the heir to the throne while i m an annoying afterthought since my
mother married the king and neeve has the ability to master her emotions while i m a red
haired disaster she also has thorne the handsome guardian of the forest who tutors her in the
powers that are her heritage even though i know he could never be mine i can t keep my
heart from dreaming of the impossible but everything changes the day i uncover the secrets
the castle has been hiding

White as Frost 2021-05-04
the guard at the city gates does not attempt to stop the stranger entering nuthollia for his job
is to keep people inside the city and no person would enter the city voluntarily unless he
were an agent of grimlindus nuthollia the capital of neuthonia is no longer a trading



metropolis its remaining inhabitants are usually hiding indoors trying to escape grimlindus s
violent soldiers the tall blond northerners bandit warriors and knights of destruction as well
as goblins hobgoblins kobolds and ogres from further east on the steppes while contact with
these soldiers is dangerous and unpredictable the soldiers do keep the city s economy
moving the trade continuing so nuthollia s inhabitants the original neuthonics as well as
countless released prisoners of war attempt to earn a meagre living in fear and dread the
stranger is Ærnwulf the tall barbarian who had been learning sword skills in the cold hills of
the borderlands he is dressed in heavy furs his long straight black hair is tied back by a broad
cloth that completely conceals his forehead and from which hangs three beaded feathers his
heavy broadsword is strapped to his back partially buried within his fur coat while a number
of knives are strapped to his chest and belt a two headed tomahawk hangs from his belt he is
accompanied by caleb the huge wolf that is as large as a small pony and which has a thick
mane of grey fur man and wolf survey the cold snow covered streets looking beyond the
unhappy houses to the dark palace standing on a hill near the centre of the city they turn
away from it and head into one of the darker and less inviting neighbourhoods where even
grimlindus s soldiers would think twice before entering the houses are closer together than
elsewhere the streets disappear into narrow alleyways and blind corners open doorways and
boarded windows show that many of the residences are empty of normal occupation however
a quick survey inside would reveal hiding squatters ruffians thieves and muggers the man
and wolf stop in front of a building that is deep within this neighbourhood this building is



similar to all the others dismal and grey it has a heavy steel door with a small window at face
height covered by a shutter the man thumps on the door and the shutter is pulled back
revealing two dark slanted eyes what do you want says the bouncer where are your
mistresses asks Ærnwulf with a heavy northern accent they are busy who wants to know i
was sent by cleosius the warlord to purchase something which was stolen from him they are
expecting me the shutter is slid shut and Ærnwulf hears muted discussions behind it the
shutter slides open again you are early snaps the voice and the shutter slams closed Ærnwulf
thumps on the door again his blows echoing inside the shutter is pulled back again can i wait
inside he asks the door opens revealing a seven and a half foot monstrosity which bends over
inside the small front room its hairy frame fills up the doorway bugbear thinks Ærnwulf
staring at the hairy giant goblin which would tower over one of its smaller goblin or hobgoblin
cousins come inside it snarls but the wolf stays out there after re locking the door the
bugbear leads Ærnwulf along a dimly lit corridor before arriving at a small room furnished
only with a hard backed chair the mistresses are busy the bugbear growls but i will send
someone to fetch them when they are um finished would you like a drink while you are
waiting Ærnwulf waves the bugbear away and sits on the chair in a moment he becomes
completely motionless his keen eyes surveying every inch of the room he waits becoming
tenser as he looks at the low ceiling and the walls after a short time he stands up goes to the
door and tries the handle finding it locked h



Dark Elf 2019-08-24
sunblade the name of the blessed family of high elves who rule over the grand nation of
kalvoni its a blessing and a curse for countless centuries agents of the darkness have hunted
the sunblades to the very last of the dynasty the young king solarus sunblade a teenage elf
compared to a sixteen year old human the last of the sunblades is a very naive and
compassionate king yet such characteristics scream weakness in the darkness eyes but the
last sunblade doesnt stand unprotected seera starfall the greatest of warriors known to the
world stands with the young king throughout his struggles as a mentor and friend she
however is taken from kalvoni by the demon metus shadowflame the first dark elf and traitor
to the sunblades which causes solarus to plunge after her in the depths of the dark elven
nation narcoli will his fight to rescue the greatest warrior alive be his first of many trials or
will it be his last

Bastion of Darkness 2010-10-27
from award winning author lisa kumar comes a contemporary fantasy romance of a banished
dark elf with a torturous past who finds his salvation and the warming of his heart in a mortal
woman liar murderer traitor these are all names eamon has been called and he wears them
with pride depending on which side one falls those titles are only too true but it s all part of



his orchestrated manipulations up until the day he was banished from the fae land of eria he
had schemed for millennia to protect his people even resorting to murder as punishment the
erian king exiled him on earth to live amongst the lowliest creatures of all humans yet one
frustrating and captivating woman shakes his ingrained beliefs to the core newly minted
physical therapist caralyn alberts has been drawing images of a handsome otherworldly
stranger for as long as she can remember she s chalked it up as a fluke occurrence of life but
when she finds the arrogant eamon sprawled out on the ice at a local park her life becomes
just as slippery and dangerous as the hauntingly familiar elf enemies friends and unwilling
partners inundate them from all sides when eamon s treacherous past makes a reappearance
they ll have to trust each other in order to keep their hearts and their very lives intact this
story is the third book in the mists of eria series and contains adult content and mentions
past physical and sexual abuse this book was previously published under the same title and
has a new cover and fresh edits the mists of eria series will be a crossover with the faerin
series kaiden and ashlee from falling for the driade the first the faerin book appear in this
story both series are perfect for lovers of elf fae human romance keywords fantasy romance
elf romance wicked elf wicked fae elise kova grace draven sarah j mass dangerous alliance
elf human romance fae human romance aristocratic hero anti hero dark hero human heroine
forced proximity fae intrigue morally gray hero morally grey hero



White as Frost 2021-05-04
for generations windshine has chronicled the exploits of young men on quests to become
heroes most suffered brutal deaths and distrust of the dark elf grew until rogue officials offer
sixteen year old archer woo jin the chance to eliminate her if he succeeds they will name him
hero if he fails he can never return home in the company of musicians veterans and the
wielder of the glyph blade woo jin sails from jeju to the mainland their quest to evacuate
goseong the village of children from the devastated borderlands of south and north hanguk
unbeknownst to woo jin s companions he studies windshine for weaknesses even as he
wonders what evil lurks in the dark elf

Four Pretenders and the Talismans of Darkness and
Light 2012-08
travelling through time space and now dimensions the watcher arrives on the continent of
eltar of the planet tearha chasing the mystery of the number 139 as humans encroach on
valendra forest adelaide wiltkins a rude elf with a forgotten past takes up arms to protect her
home in the meantime nadier a mercenary dark elf tries to uncover the brewing conspiracy
that led to the death of his sworn brother and find vengeance all the while a threat looms



from within the bronze walls of the city of everwind threatening to engulf the world in a
deadly war

Chronicles of the Sunblade 2011-08-05
science fiction this second volume continues the epic swords and sorcery adventure of black
library s favourite dark elf malus darkblade as he seeks to return ancient artefacts to a
daemon

Bound to the Dark Elf 2014-08-16
the red knight chronicles continue with the tale ofakulina a dark elf former princess who was
cursed andcast out by her people for dabbling in black magic now she fights for honor in the
troubled kingdoms will sheadapt when she is assigned to take orders from a newgroup in the
king s service how will she deal with hernew captain who is an elf of the light while isobel and
sir victor are fighting their own battles akulina s group formed by the queen of elves and
kingsebastian work to create aliances for the benefit of all the new group is intended to
consolidate forcesagainst the eastern kingdoms but they will soon needhelp from more
experienced combatants isobel and the scaled fist will join them in lost memories red knight
chronicles vol 3



There Will Be One 2020-04-25
menacing flying black ships are attacking the kingdom of báthan ruferto and bert are caught
up in another adventure that flings them across the globe dark elves are just one of the many
foes that would love to see them dead once again ruferto and bert prove that the advanced
elder races are not just stories designed to scare children they also scare adults ancient
races walk among mankind a few for nefarious reasons and one because he has some good
human friends and for the food travel often comes with trouble with bert and ruferto that
usually ends up with things blowing up spectacularly followed by more treats this is that kind
of story

The Chronicles of Tearha 2017-12-17
paths of darkness is an exciting prelude to the chronicles of llars shalthazar the dark wizard
came to llars seeking power beyond imagining and got more than he ever imagined

The Chronicles of Malus Darkblade 2009
the confrontation of two primal elements light and darkness is a traditional narrative motif



but what if it is no longer possible to fight against the darkness what if everything that exists
in the world was created from it by the demiurges the darkness wants the world to embrace
both life and death the world is doomed and however hard we try to prevent its end it only
draws nearer a luminary arrives on earth to keep the balance of the two forces and to
prevent both sides from destroying this world embodied in a child s body he must accomplish
his mission

Cancelled 2016-10-10
a darkness emerges from within that threatens to shatter her world dara s poised on the
brink of her new life she finally has her place amongst the ranks of the kin and her ambition
steers her ever upward yet what she finds here is falsity and intrigue hugh her father meg all
are revealed in their true colors until the only witch she can trust is her worst enemy cate a
larger peril is looming for the witch kin one that has been brewing beneath the surface for
centuries in order to help she needs travel back to her home land and find herself facing the
demons of her own past and future with this new understanding of her own powers she
begins to understand why margaret forsythe was forcibly locked away by the patriarchal kin
all those years ago



Dark Elf Danger 2020-05-20
from award winning author lisa kumar comes the short fantasy romance that began the mists
of eria series a human woman must come to terms with leaving her dimension behind in
order to follow her bondmate an elf guard to the king s new realm a king whose realm is
moving talion king of the erians has sacrificed much for his people in both his personal and
public life now he s being asked to turn his back on earth and forge a new beginning for his
people in another dimension a maidservant whose world is changing arianne thought her life
couldn t change any more than it had when she bound her life to that of calathion s a
handsome elf guard but whispers of the elves possible removal to a new world unsettle her
stable existence in the king s household now she s faced with a decision to follow her
bondmate to a new land and give up all she s ever known what could a human maidservant
possibly have in common with an elvin king when the time comes these two very different
people will have to decide if they can leave a land that s given them so much will love guide
them to where they re supposed to be or will they ignore its call this is a short story of
approximately 9 200 words and is suitable for fans of elise kova sarah j maas and miranda
honfleur keywords elf romance human elf romance fated mates soulbond soulmates portal
fantasy romance warrior elf hero human heroine cinnamon roll hero



Paths of Darkness 2016-08-29
the epic third installment in the elves series dives into the mysterious origins of the dark
elves and features the return of the heroes from vol 1 silent and ruthless killers the dark
elves are a notoriously deadly race whether a dark elf is born blue white green red or gray
their true nature is revealed within just a few years impulsive and temperamental gaw er has
never fit in with the other blue elves when his true nature comes to light the young elf is
taken from his family to begin a long and painful apprenticeship with the dark elves but one
night he awakens to a strange ominous noise one that strikes in him a fear like no other as
the days dwindle and the nights lengthen corpses begin to appear at dawn in the northern
city of aspen the strongest warriors are the first to fall victim and then their bodies
mysteriously vanish aspen s regent has no choice but to implore aamnon the king of the
northern blue elves for help in response aamon sends renowned detective team lanawyn and
turin to lead the investigation will the duo be able to figure out what s slaughtering aspen s
greatest warriors before it s too late insight editions is excited to introduce the third volume
in the internationally acclaimed elves series which features epic tales of mystery horror and
mysticism translated from the original french and featuring show stopping artwork this
enchanting graphic novel will thrill fans of high fantasy classics



The Chronicles of the Elders Malefisterium. Volume 1.
The Ordeal of Freya 2022-05-15
for thousands of years the dúranaki have lived in relative obscurity sheltered within their
twilight forest on the far side of nearly impassible mountains ejected from his homeland t
vance assumes a western name and explores a world few dúranaki ever see he soon finds
himself in the middle of a conflict that threatens not only the strange land he visits but casts
a spectre of doom even on his own homeland five short stories chronicle his journeys

An Enigmatic Witch 2022-09-29
king gelleran is facing a dilemma the dangerous dark elf he holds captive and uses as his
protection from the neighboring country of kerbia has drawn the attention of welmar a
kingdom even more powerful the welmarians have offered a generous sum for the prisoner
refusing the offer could mean war as the king tries to find a way to handle this he learns a
devastating news things are not as they appeared and the prisoner he thought securely jailed
is playing a game of his own threatening vengeance if it s not played by his rules the king is
book 3 of the dark elf of syron series of fantasy novellas book 1 the prisoner and book 2 the
knight are also available as well as the combined 3 in 1 edition



Bound to His Fate 2017-11-07
on the day elaina s life changed forever her morning was like any other she rose to the
sounds of water rolling onto the beach and the cacophony of seabirds screeching good
morning elaina by the next morning elaina was an orphan whisked away to london england to
be raised by beatrice and avery crawford and as dark as the intervening night was so too
were elaina s memories of the once glorious childhood as the much loved daughter of mirana
an elf and ventor a vampire you see dear reader for better or for worse elaina s mind was
enchanted by an all encompassing memory spell albeit temporary thus begins book one of
the enchanted destiny chronicles the sword of the sands written by first time novelist josh
katz now like many magical stories the beginning goes back a long way our story goes back a
long way some six thousand years when the forces of good defeated the forces of evil in a
monumental battle and as you continue to read book one and as elaina s memories begin to
return you will join elaina and her newfound friends as they solve magical puzzles battle
creatures of darkness fight in bound battle and oh so much more as they come face to face
with their enchanted destiny while seeking the sword of the sands please check my websites
joshkatzbooksite com facebook com josh katz author



Elves 2012-10-31

Dúranaki Chronicles, Volume 1 2015-07-09

The King (The Dark Elf of Syron, #3)

The Sword of the Sands
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